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Abstract

Estimating the structure of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)
of features (variables) plays a vital role in revealing the la-
tent data generation process and providing causal insights in
various applications. Although there have been many studies
on structure learning with various types of data, the struc-
ture learning on the dynamic graph has not been explored
yet, and thus we study the learning problem of node feature
generation mechanism on such ubiquitous dynamic graph data.
In a dynamic graph, we propose to simultaneously estimate
contemporaneous relationships and time-lagged interaction
relationships between the node features. These two kinds of re-
lationships form a DAG, which could effectively characterize
the feature generation process in a concise way. To learn such
a DAG, we cast the learning problem as a continuous score-
based optimization problem, which consists of a differentiable
score function to measure the validity of the learned DAGs and
a smooth acyclicity constraint to ensure the acyclicity of the
learned DAGs. These two components are translated into an
unconstraint augmented Lagrangian objective which could be
minimized by mature continuous optimization techniques. The
resulting algorithm, named GraphNOTEARS, outperforms
baselines on simulated data across a wide range of settings
that may encounter in real-world applications. We also apply
the proposed approach on two dynamic graphs constructed
from the real-world Yelp dataset, demonstrating our method
could learn the connections between node features, which
conforms with the domain knowledge.

Introduction
A Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model
that represents a set of variables and their conditional depen-
dencies. It has been widely used in machine learning applica-
tions (Pearl 2011; Ott, Imoto, and Miyano 2003; Friedman,
Geiger, and Goldszmidt 1997). The structure of a BN takes
the form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and provides a
convenient and interpretable output which is needed in to-
day’s high-stake applications of artificial intelligence, such as
healthcare, finance and autonomous driving. The edges in a
DAG represent the directed generation relationships between
variables (e.g., features) in a system. When these edges are
not known based on prior knowledge, one possible solution
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Figure 1: A toy example of feature generation process on
dynamic graph.

is to resort to DAG structure learning, namely, learning the
edges in a graphical model from the observed data.

Existing approaches for DAG learning mostly focus on
dealing with tabular data, i.e., each sample is independently
drawn from the same distribution (IID data) (Spirtes et al.
2000; Neuberg 2003; Spirtes, Meek, and Richardson 2013;
Geiger and Heckerman 1994; Heckerman, Geiger, and Chick-
ering 1995). Nevertheless, in real-world scenarios, there usu-
ally exists associations between samples, so the generation
of features of certain samples may be influenced by the other
samples through the links between samples. Several pio-
neer works have proposed constraint-based methods to learn
DAGs from static (i.e., equilibrium) graph data (Maier et al.
2010; Lee and Honavar 2016; Maier et al. 2013). They usu-
ally test the conditional independencies of the attributes of
entities in graph data to form DAGs among those variables.

However, many real-world scenarios exhibit temporal in-
formation in graph data. For example, as shown in Fig. 1,
Bob’s friends, Lisa and Mary, went to eat seafood and posted
their recommendation and the meal time on the social media
at timestamp t − 1. Bob viewed this information. When he
has enough available time at timestamp t (e.g., several days
later), he will choose to eat seafood with high probability.
Hence, the generation of Bob’s type value at timestamp t will
be both determined by current available time and recommen-
dation from social network at previous timestamp. Another
example is that, the risk of ones to be infected by COVID-19
may be both determined by current protection status (e.g.,
wearing a mask or keeping social distance) and the ratio of
neighborhood who has been vaccinated or infected at previ-



ous timestamp two weeks ago. Actually, the current methods
largely ignore modeling the temporal interaction, so that the
true data generation process could not be revealed accurately.

When learning DAGs from dynamic graphs, there are two
intractable challenges we need to confront. First, a dynamic
graph contains complex temporal interactions between sam-
ples, so what kind of DAGs would reflect the generation
process of features in a dynamic graph? As the samples at
each timestamp will be generated based on the interactions
from previous timestamps, the learned DAG should model
the generation process of each new sample at each timestamp,
considering the time-lagged interaction information. Second,
how to efficiently learn a DAG from complex evolutional
graph data? Compared with IID data, a dynamic graph con-
tains both temporal and interaction information, hence it has
a more complicated data generation mechanism. It is non-
trivial to design a DAG learning method for dynamic graphs.
Fortunately, owing to the well-developed optimization tech-
niques, it is possible to develop a differentiable score function
that could measure the validity of candidate DAGs and resort
to blackbox solvers to find the optimal DAG efficiently.

Particularly, to address these two challenges, we pro-
pose an effective score-based approach for learning DAGs
that could scale gracefully to dynamic graphs with high-
dimensional node features, called GraphNOTEARS. To solve
the first challenge, we propose to learn an intra-slice ma-
trix to characterize contemporaneous relationships between
variables, and several inter-slice matrices to characterize
multi-step time-lagged graph influence on current timestamp.
Meanwhile, an acyclicity constraint is required to ensure the
acyclicity of the learned whole graph. As for the second chal-
lenge, we cast the problem as a score-based optimization
problem, and develop a least-squares loss based score func-
tion. The score function leverages the temporal and interac-
tion information, as well as two kinds of learnable structural
matrices to reconstruct the data. With the smooth acyclicity
constraint, we translate the original unsolvable constraint
problem into an unconstraint augmented Lagrangian objec-
tive. The resulting program could be solved by the standard
second-order optimization schemes efficiently. The main con-
tributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• To our best knowledge, we first study the DAG learning
problem on dynamic graphs. Because of the ubiquity of
dynamic graph data in real applications, learning DAGs on
such data could reveal the underlying feature generation
process, provide skeletons for possible Bayesian networks,
and answer causal questions, like the effect of various
interventions. These applications are very important for
building explainable, robust, and generalized algorithms.

• We develop a score-based learning method for simultane-
ously estimating the structure and parameters of a sparse
DAG from a dynamic graph. The resulting method can be
used to learn the relationships between variables of arbi-
trary time-lagged order in a dynamic graph, without any
implicit assumptions on the underlying DAG topologies.

• We conduct extensive simulation experiments with broad
range settings which may encounter in real world, validat-
ing the effectiveness of our approach in revealing the fea-

ture generation mechanism of dynamic graphs. The exper-
iments on real-world datasets well demonstrate the ratio-
nality of the relationships inferenced by GraphNOTEARS.

Background and Related Works
A DAG G is faithful with respect to a joint distribution P of a
set of variables if all and only the conditional independencies
of variables true in P are entailed by G (Pearl 2014). The
faithfulness assumption enables one to recover G from P .
Given samples D from an unknown distribution correspond-
ing to a faithful but unknown DAG, structure learning refers
to recovering the DAG from D.

Existing methods for DAG learning can be classified into
constraint-based methods and score-based methods. Most
constraint-based DAG learning methods (Spirtes et al. 2000;
Neuberg 2003; Spirtes, Meek, and Richardson 2013) first
use conditional independence tests to find graph skeleton
and then determine the orientations of the edges up to the
Markov equivalence class, which usually contains DAGs that
can be structurally diverse and may still have many unori-
ented edges. Score-based methods (Geiger and Heckerman
1994; Huang et al. 2018; Hyvärinen and Smith 2013), on
the other hand, define a score function to find the best DAG
that fits the given data. Unlike constraint-based methods that
assume faithfulness and identify only the Markov equiva-
lence class, these methods are able to distinguish between
different DAGs in the same equivalence class, owing to the
additional assumptions on data distribution and/or functional
classes. However, due to the acyclicity constraint and super-
exponential in the number of nodes of DAGs to search over,
score-based methods are computationally expensive. The re-
cent work, NOTEARS (Zheng et al. 2018), expresses the
acyclicity of a DAG by a smooth equality constraint under
the linear assumption, which makes it possible to formulate
structure learning as a smooth minimization problem sub-
ject to this equality constraint. DYNOTEARS (Pamfil et al.
2020) extend NOTEARS to learn the DAG of time-series
data, which incorporates the temporal information into the
score function.

The mainstream of existing methods is designed for the
tabular samples, which are independently identically drawn
from the same distribution. However, in many real-world
settings, there may exist links between samples and the links
may influence the features generation process of samples.
Maier et al. (Maier et al. 2010) first extend the well-known
PC algorithm to the relational setting for learning causal re-
lationships from relational data, called RPC. Later, Maier
et al. (Maier et al. 2013) demonstrate the lack of complete-
ness of RPC and introduce a sound and complete algorithm,
named RCD. All of these relational DAG learning algorithms
are constraint-based methods and they could only handle
static graphs, ignoring temporal information. In this paper,
we propose an efficient score-based method that could model
the temporal interaction information.

DAG Structure Learning on Dynamic Graphs
In this section, we introduce the definition of dynamic graphs,
the problem of DAG structure learning on dynamic graphs as
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well as the proposed model: GraphNOTEARS.

Problem Formulation
Definition 1 (Dynamic Graph) A dynamic graph is G =

{(X(1)
,A

(1)),⋯, (X(T )
,A

(T ))}, where T is the total num-
ber of timestamps, tuple (X(T ), A(T )) represents the graph
at timestamp T , X(T )

∈ Rn×d is the matrix of node features
and A

(T )
∈ Rn×n is the adjacency matrix of nodes, n is

the number of nodes1, d is the number of node features (i.e.,
variables).

At each timestamp t, we assume that each feature of nodes is
generated based on the contemporaneous variables and time-
lagged neighborhood variables. For instance, as depicted in
Fig. 2, the variable X

(t)
11 of sample X

(t)
1 at timestamp t is

determined by the contemporaneous variables X(t)
12 and X

(t)
13

from the same sample2 with coefficients W21 and W31, and
the time-lagged aggregated neighborhood variables X̂(t−1)

.1

and X̂
(t−2)
.1 from timestamp t − 1 and t − 2 with coefficients

P
(t−1)
11 and P

(t−2)
11 , respectively. We call these intra-slice and

inter-slice dependencies, respectively. One may argue that
the generation of variables of samples at current timestamp
t should also depend on the neighborhood samples at the
same timestamp. In this paper, we assume that neighborhood
behaviour needs a delay to influence ego nodes. The delay
influence phenomenon is very common in real-world applica-
tions. One example is that the user’s preference on restaurant
category may be influenced by their friends’ recommendation
on Yelp platform, and the user will go to the restaurant in
a few days. Moreover, we assume the interactions between
samples are given at each timestamp, which is very common
in dynamic graph data (Rossi et al. 2020; Sankar et al. 2020).
For example, we could easily get the following relationship
between users on Yelp platform.

Moreover, we assume that in each timestamp, the effects
of the time-lagged influences from neighborhood on current

1We assume the number of nodes at each timestamp remains the
same.

2In this paper, we use node and sample interchangeably.

timestamp could be at most p timestamps, where p ≤ T . We
also make the stationary process assumption (Hamilton 2020)
that the generation process is fixed through time and is iden-
tical for generating each timestamp in the time-series, which
is very common assumption in time-series data (Hamilton
2020). Without loss of any generality, we propose to model
the data generation process at timestamp t with the structural
vector autoregressive (SVAR) model (Demiralp and Hoover
2003; Kilian 2013):

X
(t)

= X
(t)
W + Â

(t−1)
X

(t−1)
P

(t−1)
+⋯

+ Â
(t−p)

X
(t−p)

P
(t−p)

+ Z,
(1)

where W ∈ Rd×d and P
(t−i)(i ∈ {1,⋯, p}) ∈ Rd×d repre-

sents weighted adjacency matrices with nonzero entries corre-
sponding to the intra-slice and inter-slice edges, respectively.
Â

(t−i)(i ∈ {1,⋯, p}) are normalized adjacency matrices,
which is computed by D

− 1
2 (A+I)D− 1

2 , Dii = ∑j Aij , I is
the identity matrix of A. The reason for A+I is that the time-
lagged influence should not only from neighborhood but also
from itself at previous timestamps. And Z is a centered error
matrix, where each row is independent for each sample. The
error variables could be Gaussian, Exponential or others. The
overall intuition of Eq. (1) would be that, the generation of the
value of a new variable i of X(t) depends on two parts: par-
ent variables from contemporaneous variables (i.e., X(t)

W)
and parents variables from time-lagged neighborhood vari-
ables (i.e., Â(t−1)

X
(t−1)

P
(t−1)+⋯+ Â

(t−p)
X

(t−p)
P

(t−p)).
X

(t)
W represents the relationship between contemporane-

ous variables. According to SVAR model, contemporaneous
variables usually exhibit a causal order, hence W represents
the causal order of contemporaneous variables and is acyclic,
where Wkj represents the coefficient of the parent variable
k at timestamp t on the variable j at the same timestamp.
And P

(t−i)
kj represents the coefficient of k-th aggregated node

variables at timestamp t − i on j-th variable at timestamp
t. For the detailed pseudocode of Eq. (1), please refer to
Appendix A.2 3.

Let M = [X(t−1)∣⋯∣X(t−p)] be the n × pd matrix of
time-lagged node features data, A = [Â(t−1)∣⋯∣Â(t−p)]
be the n × pn matrix of time-lagged interaction data, and
P = [P(t−1)∣⋯∣P(t−p)] be the pd × d matrix of inter-slice
weights. We could rewrite Eq. (1) as following compact form
of structural equation model (SEM) (Hox and Bechger 1998):

X = XW +A ⊠MP + Z, (2)

where A⊠M = [Â(t−1)
X

(t−1)∣⋯∣Â(t−p)
X

(t−p)] ∈ Rn×pd.
This general formulation covers scenarios in which the time-
lagged data matrix M or A are not a contiguous sequence of
time slices (i.e., from t − p to t − 1). For example, someone
usually meets their friends in the weekend, hence one can
include the lagged data matrix M or A only those time points

3Supplementary material:https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S1pzEyy
C9kNL6s97yQxRt5lOLdO5L8sz/view?usp=sharing



that have an impact on the variables at timestamp t. Based on
the generation formulation, we formulate our target problem:

Problem 1 (DAG Structure Learning on Dynamic Graph)
Given a dynamic graph G, the goal of DAG structure learning
on the dynamic graph is to estimate the generation process
of node features, which usually forms as a DAG, both
considering the contemporaneous effect from each node
itself and neighborhood effects from time-lagged graphs.

Hence, given the data X, M and A, the goal of this paper
is to estimate weighted adjacency matrices W and P, which
could characterize the node feature generation process in a
dynamic graph.

The Proposed Model: GraphNOTEARS
An SEM could be found through minimizing the least-squares
(LS) loss (Zheng et al. 2018). The statistical properties of
the LS loss in scoring DAGs have been extensively studied:
The minimizer of the least-squares loss provably recovers
a true DAG with high probability on finite-samples and in
high-dimensions (Aragam, Amini, and Zhou 2015; Loh and
Bühlmann 2014). Inspired by this, we propose to estimate
W and P by minimizing the following LS loss:

L(W,P) = 1

2n
∣∣X −XW −A ⊠MP∣∣2F . (3)

Moreover, the edges in P go only forward in time and thus
they do not create cycles. To ensure that the whole graph is
acyclic, it thus suffices to require that W is acyclic. In this
work, we utilize acyclic constraint proposed by NOTEARS
(Zheng et al. 2018) to ensure the acyclicity of learned W,
which states that: a directed graph G with binary adjacency
matrix W is acyclic if and only if:

h(W) ∶= trace(eW◦W) − d = 0, (4)

where e
W◦W is the matrix exponential of W ◦W, and ◦

denotes the Hadamard product of two matrices. To enforce
the sparsity of W and P, we also introduce ℓ1 penalties in
the objective function. The overall optimization problem is:

min
W,P

f(W,P)

s.t. h(W) ∶= trace(eW◦W) − d = 0,

with f(W,P) = 1

2n
∣∣X −XW −A ⊠MP∣∣2F

+ λW∣∣W∣∣1 + λA∣∣P∣∣1,

(5)

where the ∣∣ ⋅ ∣∣1 represents the element-wise ℓ1 norm, and
λW and λA represent the coefficients of ∣∣W∣∣1 and ∣∣P∣∣1,
respectively. As we can see, given X, M and A, though
minimizing this objective, our model could simultaneously
recover the contemporaneous dependencies W and neigh-
borhood dependencies P from data, as well as ensure the
acyclicity of the learned graph.

Optimization
The above optimization is a standard equality-constrained
program (ECP). We translate the problem to an unconstrained

problem with the following smooth augmented Lagrangian
objective

min
W,P

f(W,P) + ρ

2
h(W)2 + αh(W). (6)

The resulting problem can be solved using efficient solvers
such as L-BFGS-B (Zhu et al. 1997), and the update strategy
of ρ and α is the same as (Zheng et al. 2018). To reduce false
discoveries (Zhou 2009), we threshold the edge weights of
W and P via hard thresholds τW and τP: After obtaining a
stationary point W and P, given a fixed threshold τW > 0
and τP > 0, set any weights smaller than τW and τP in
absolute value to zero, termed as W̃ and P̃, and their binary
version termed as Ŵ and P̂, respectively.

Discussion
Here we discuss the identifiability, some limitations and pos-
sible extensions of GraphNOTEARS.

Identifiability Identifiability is the key research problem
of SVAR models of the econometrics literature (Kilian 2013).
Identifiability of structure learning on time-series data has
been discussed in (Pamfil et al. 2020) by using the conclu-
sions of SVAR model. As a dynamic graph could be viewed
as a special time-series data, where A ⊠M in Eq. (2) is the
aggregated time-lagged features, we assume the conditions
for the identifiability in (Pamfil et al. 2020) will be also held
in our model, i.e., the error Z could be drawn from non-
Gaussian or standard normal distribution. Thus, W and P of
our model are identifiable under reasonable conditions.

Assumptions To be simplified, we have assumed that the
structure of the process of variable generation is fixed across
time and is identical for all timestamps. Based on this assump-
tion, when long time-series data is available, our model could
easily utilize such long time-series in the objective function
Eq. (5) by extending data matrices (i.e., X, M and A) to
tensors and keeping the parameter matrices W and P un-
changed. And all our experiments are based on this extension.
This stationary process assumption is a very common assump-
tion in time-series data (Hamilton 2020) and could be relaxed
in several ways. We could allow the directed dependency
structure of data to vary smoothly over time (Song, Kolar,
and Xing 2009) or have discrete change points (Grzegorczyk
and Husmeier 2011).

Nonlinear relationship As a very beginning work of struc-
ture learning on dynamic graphs, we follow previous works
on structure learning (Zheng et al. 2018; Pamfil et al. 2020)
that first consider the linear scenarios. Note that linear as-
sumption is made purely for simplicity, so that our paper
could focus on the most salient temporal and network aspects
of this problem. Inspired by the GNNs (Wu et al. 2020; Fan
et al. 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022b,a) and the nonlinear struc-
ture learning methods (Zheng et al. 2020; Yu et al. 2019;
Lachapelle et al. 2019), we could model the nonlinear effects
of neighbors by GNNs.

An important feature of GraphNOTEARS is its simplic-
ity, both in terms of formulating an objective function and
optimizing it. Nevertheless, the proposed model is general
enough to be extended to more complicated scenarios.



Experiments
It is notoriously hard to obtain the ground truth of causal
structure because it is difficult to obtain the underlying data
generation process of real-world problems. To validate the
effectiveness of our method, in this section, we follow the
setting in (Zheng et al. 2018; Pamfil et al. 2020; Maier et al.
2010, 2013), which conduct extensive experiments on syn-
thetic data with known generating mechanisms to simulate
real-world scenarios. 4

Datasets. To validate the effectiveness of Graph-
NOTEARS against existing approaches, we simulate data
according to the SEM from Eq. (2). We need three steps to
this process: 1) generating the weighted graphs GW and GP,
and adjacency matrix A; 2) generating data matrices X and
M based on GW and GP; 3) running all algorithms on all or
partial of X, M and A based on whether the model considers
this kind of information and computing metrics respectively.
Particularly, following (Pamfil et al. 2020), we use either the
Erdős-Rényi (ER) model (Newman 2018) or the Barabási-
Albert (BA) model (Barabási and Albert 1999) to generate
intra-slice graphs GW. And for inter-slice graph GP, we use
ER model or Stochastic Block Model (SBM) (Newman 2018).
These graph generation models could simulate real-world
variable generation processes, like “rich get richer”, “pref-
erential attachment” and “cluster effect”. To get weighted
intra- and inter-slice matrices W and P, we sample weights
uniformly at random from [−2,−0.5] ∪ [0.5, 2]. For the
generation of A, we connect each pair of samples with 0.1
probability. Once given W, P and A, we use the SEM from
Eq. (2) to generate a data matrix X of size n × d. In particu-
lar, we first generate the variables of X and M based on the
sorted topological order of W same as (Zheng et al. 2018).
And we generate current timestamp observation according to:
X = XW +A ⊠MP+ Z. For the noise term Z, we utilize
Gaussian noise and Exponential noise. Moreover, to com-
pare GraphNOTEARS against baselines with a wide range
of sample sizes and the number of variables, we vary the
sample size n ∈ {100, 200, 300, 500}, the number of vari-
ables d ∈ {5, 10, 20, 30} at each timestamp, and the length
of time-series T is set as 7 for all experiments. A detailed
introduction to the data generation process is in Appendix A.

Baselines. Because we study a new problem, there is no
baseline specially designed for this problem. We compare the
following two alternatives that could deal with the problem
in an indirect way.

• NOTEARS (Zheng et al. 2018)+LASSO: This is a two-
step approach. We use static NOTEARS to estimate W,
and use Lasso regression to estimate P, independently.

NOTEARS: L(W) =
1
2n

∣∣X − XW∣∣2F +
λW∣∣W∣∣1.s.t.,W is acyclic.

LASSO: L(P) = 1
2n

∣∣X −A ⊠MP∣∣2F + λP∣∣P∣∣1.

• DYNOTEARS (Pamfil et al. 2020): This is an extension
of NOTEARS on time series. Compared with our method,
it ignores the interactions between samples (i.e., A).

4Code and data: https://github.com/googlebaba/GraphNOTEARS.

Objective: L(W,P) =
1
2n

∣∣X − XW − MP∣∣2F +
λW∣∣W∣∣1 + λP∣∣P∣∣1.s.t., W is acyclic.

For fully utilizing multiple-step graph series, these methods
are also extended to tensor versions.

Figure 3: Example results for data with Gaussian noise, n =

500 samples, d = 5 variables at each timestamp, T = 7
time-series, and p = 2 time-lagged graph effect order. Our
algorithm recovers weights that are closer to the ground truth
than baselines.

Metrics. We evaluate the learned binary intra-slice Ŵ

and inter-slice matrices P̂ separately by two common
graph metrics: F1-score and Structural Hamming Distance
(SHD) (Zheng et al. 2018).

Experimental setup. For all methods, we set hyperparam-
eters λW = λP = 0.01. For the weight thresholds, follow-
ing (Zheng et al. 2018), we choose τW = τP = 0.3 for all
the methods. The relative ranking of the three methods is not
sensitive to the weight thresholds according to our observa-
tion. For utilizing multiple-step graph series, we use the first
T − 1 timestamps to predict last T − p timestamps, where p
time-lagged influence order is considered at each timestamp.
For all experiments, we utilize 5 different random seeds to
generate different datasets and initialize models, and report
the mean value and 95% confidence interval.

Performance Evaluation
We start by illustrating the estimated weighted matrices of
GraphNOTEARS and baselines with the ground truth in
Fig. 3. The evaluation data is generated with Gaussian noise,
n = 500 samples, d = 5 variables, T = 7 time-series, and
p = 2 time-lagged graph effect order. And the intra-slice
and inter-slice are both generated with ER graph. As Fig. 3
shows, our estimated weights are much closer to the true
weights for both W, P(1) and P

(2) compared with base-
lines, where the intra-slice W is recovered perfectly (F1
score =1.0) and the inter-slice P

(1) and P
(2) are also bet-

ter than baselines with a large margin. The results validate
that our model is a general framework that could estimate
the DAG of a dynamic graph with multiple timestamps and
could simultaneously learn arbitrary time-lagged order influ-
ence. However, both NOTEARS+LASSO and DYNOTEARS
could not achieve satisfying results. The reasons could be that
NOTEARS+LASSO is a two-stage method that could not si-
multaneously consider the contemporaneous and time-lagged
interaction influence to generate variables, while our model
jointly models these two factors into a unified framework.
Furthermore, DYNOTEARS only takes the time-lagged se-
ries information into consideration and ignores the interaction



Figure 4: F1 scores (higher is better) for different noise models (Gaussian, Exponential) and different sample sizes (n ∈

[100, 200, 300, 500]). The length of time-series is 7 and we consider 1-step time-lagged neighbor influence here. Each panel
contains results for two different choices of intra-slice graphs (columns) and inter-slice graphs (rows). Every marker corresponds
to the mean performance across 5 algorithm runs, where each on a different simulated dataset, and shade area means the 95%
confidence interval. Continuous and dashed lines represent F1 scores for intra-slice and inter-slice edges, respectively.

information. As we can see, if the generation of variables are
determined by the neighborhood, it is necessary to incorpo-
rate the graph information into the model.

We present the F1-score and SHD results on the full setting
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. Note that, for simplicity,
we set time-lagged graph order p = 1 here. From the results,
we have the following observations: (1) GraphNOTEARS is
the best algorithm. In most cases, for inter-slice graph W,
our model nearly recovers the graph perfectly (F1 score≈1.0
and SHD≈0). For the intra-slice graph P, our method also
achieves satisfying results, outperforming baselines with a
large margin. The phenomenon demonstrates that Graph-
NOTEARS could learn DAGs from dynamic graphs, owing
to the fact that it could comprehensively consider complex
information. (2) Overall, with the number of variables increas-
ing, especially in insufficient samples scenario, e.g., n = 100,
all the methods suffer from the degradation of performance.
However, our model performs stable and still outperforms
baselines with a large margin, indicating our model could
handle the challenging high-dimensional scenario well. (3)
No matter in what kind of underlying graphs or noise-type
scenarios, our model could all achieve promising results. It
indicates our model has the potential to deal with various
scenarios which may encounter in real-world applications.
(4) For SHD results, GraphNOTEARS requires less modifi-
cation of edges to reach ground truth in all settings, further
validating the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Sensitivity of Threshold
We investigate the effect of threshold of W and P on the
results in Fig. 6. We present the estimated edge weights of W̃
or P̃ in decreasing order in n = 500 and n = 100 scenarios.

As the ground-truth graphs are usually very sparse, we can
observe that most of the edge weights are equal or close to
zero as expected. The remaining question is how to choose
a threshold that separates out noise (near zero) from signals
(away from zero) so that we can obtain a DAG with the
best performance. With enough samples (n = 500), one can
often notice a sudden change in the weight distribution. With
insufficient samples (n = 100), the turning point is less clear,
and the optimal choice that balances between recall and false
discovery that depends on the specific settings. Nonetheless,
the predictive performance is less sensitive to the threshold
value as one can see there is a slope of the decrease in the
weights before getting close to zero.

Application on Real-world Datasets
We consider applying GraphNOTEARS on two real-world
dynamic graphs constructed from Yelp dataset (Luca 2016).
(Anderson and Magruder 2012) introduced a toy SCM that
embeds causal knowledge for the Yelp example. That is, there
are three random variables, i.e., the restaurant category C,
Yelp star rating S, and customer flow Y . There exist three
directed edges that represent the three causal relationships
between variables: (1) Restaurant category influences its Yelp
rating. For example, the average rating of fast-food restau-
rants is lower than that of high-end seafood restaurants. (2)
Restaurant category also influences its customer flow. For
example, the average customer flow of high-end restaurants
is lower than fast food. (3) Yelp rating of a restaurant in-
fluences its customer flow. According to this, we construct
two dynamic graphs, i.e., the user graph and business graph,
where its node features are these three variables. Particularly,
we construct a user graph based on whether two users are



Figure 5: SHD scores. Illustrations are the same as Fig. 4.

(a) W̃, n =

500
(b) P̃, n =

500
(c) W̃, n =

100
(d) P̃, n =

100

Figure 6: Illustration of the effect of the threshold. In each
subfigure, we plot the sorted weights of W̃ and P̃ in decreas-
ing order.

friends on the Yelp platform. Then we take the time lag as one
month and calculate the average category, the average Yelp
star rating, and the average customer flow of the restaurants
they have visited in this month as the node features. Here we
consider 1-step time-lagged graph information. As the user’s
taste may be influenced by their friends, the generation of
users’ features should consider their friends’ influence. For
example, if a user’s friend posts a positive review on this
restaurant, the user will have a larger possibility to visit this
restaurant. For the business graph, as the same category of
restaurants may have the “effect of agglomeration” to influ-
ence each other, we add edges between the restaurants which
have a similar category and close distance. Then we calculate
the variables of the restaurants same as the user graph.

We apply GraphNOTEARS and DYNOTEARS on the
constructed graphs and obtain the binary DAG via 0.1 thresh-
old, shown in Fig. 7. For both two dynamic graphs, the esti-
mated relationships of the intra-slice matrix Ŵ discovered
by GraphNOTEARS coincides with our prior knowledge, i.e.,
the three black directed edges among variables in Fig. 7(a)(c).
However, DYNOTEARS could only discover partial edges,
e.g., missing C → F in Fig. 7(b), and C → S and C → F
in Fig. 7(d). And we find that there are strong correlations
between the same type of variables as illustrated in inter-slice

P̂ (e.g., the directed edge between the aggregated neighbor-
hood category (orange S) with self category (blue S)), which
could be explained by the homophily influence of the graph.
Overall, our model could discover an explainable DAG on
real-world dynamic graphs.

C

S F

C

S
F

ŴP̂

(a) GraphNOTEARS on user
dynamic graph.

C

S F

C

S
F

ŴP̂

(b) DYNOTEARS on user dy-
namic graph.

C

S F

C

S
F

ŴP̂

(c) GraphNOTEARS on busi-
ness dynamic graph.

C

S F

C

S
F

ŴP̂

(d) DYNOTEARS on busi-
ness dynamic graph.

Figure 7: Estimated DAG on real-world Yelp dataset.

Conclusion
In this paper, we first study a new DAG learning diagram
on dynamic graphs, which plays a vital role in understand-
ing the node features generation mechanism. To handle such
complex data, we propose a score-based DAG method to
learn both intra-slice and inter-slice dependencies between
variables simultaneously, considering both temporal and in-
teraction information. The resulting method could deal with
such a complex problem efficiently and has the potential for
more complicated settings. Extensive experiments on both
simulated and real-world datasets well demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method.
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